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Welcome 

to all 

our 

stake-

holders 

and 

friends

13 November 2014



The Groote Schuur 
Community Improvement 

District NPC

(funded by statutory 

levies)



Our operations in partnership with UCT, 

SAPS, the City of Cape Town, commercial and 

educational institutions, neighbourhood 

watches and residential associations in the 

area, aim to create a safer, cleaner and 

rejuvenated environment in the public space 

for all by providing additional services to 

those provided by the City and SAPS



Our Major Partners

UCT

City of 

Cape Town

Securitas 

(Pty) Ltd

Straatwerk

The 

Executive

Connection

SAPS



Immediately our objectives are 

four fold:

– Reducing crime and creating a safer 

public environment

– In the commercial area, keeping the

streets, pavements and public spaces

clean and tidy

– Seeking to rehabilitate and to provide

jobs for the homeless

– Enhancing property values



Patrol staff:30 / Patrol fleet:3 patrol 

vehicles & 1 management vehicle / Mobile 

kiosks:6

Security Compliment



Patrol 

Staff

30



New Incident Desk System 

replaces manual Occurrence Book





Original 

Boundaries Map



Revised 

Boundaries Map



CPS and GSCID 

working together



GSCID gets new mobile 

kiosk



Dedicated horsebox for UCT



Ongoing GSCID 

challenges 



Homelessness



N2 Bridge homelessness



N2 Bridge



Subway issues



Illegal car guards



Begging at traffic lights



Sedan taxis on Main Road



Cleaning



A pool of 60 Cleaning 

staff working day 

shifts 



Graffiti Removal



Major clean ups



Drain clearing



Jones Field



Jones Field



Social outreach



Investment in GSCID social 

facility pays off



GSCID social facility 

(before)



GSCID social facility 

refurbish (after)



Ongoing Pick ‘n Pay 

Food Donations



Jan – Oct 2014 13059

1305 visitors per month / 

2 digital newsletters [250 subscribers] 

The number of visitors @www.gscid.co.za

Website and social media 



Regular weekly posts / 144 Facebook fans



108 followers / 435 Tweets to date 



SAPS 

commends 

rewarding 

partner-

ship with 

GSCID



GSCID officers recognised for 

excellent work



Awards to SAPS stations

Rondebosch SAPS



Awards to SAPS stations:

Claremont SAPS



Awards to SAPS stations:

Mowbray SAPS



Awards to SAPS stations:

Wynberg Law District



Chrysalis academy interns 

at GSCID



Awards to Crysalis 

trainees:Lifa Nchanda



Awards to Crysalis 

trainees: Ridaa Davids



Thank You

Anthony Davies



in towards a 



Shared and lived 
vision (building 

on assets)
Vibrant, mutually 

supportive
(arts, history, 

entertainment, 
innovation and learning)

Attractive streets/street life
(events, community life, street 

activity)

Programmed and promoted

(historic trails, signage)

Attractive environment – aesthetics
(trees, paving, street furniture, housing, natural 

systems enhanced, design & planning 
framework )

Welcoming public space

(access, managed, maintained, quality finishes)

Clean and safe

Messy, dirty and unsafe 

GSCID 

Framework
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Shared and lived 
vision (building 
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Vibrant, mutually 

supportive
(arts, history, 

entertainment, 
innovation and learning)

Attractive streets/street life
(events, community life, street 

activity)

Programmed and promoted

(historic trails, signage)
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(access, managed, maintained, quality finishes)

Clean and safe

Messy, dirty and unsafe 

Desired Focus

Moving to a great 

urban experience

GSCID 

Framework



What sets this area apart

GSCID Area 

City of Cape 

Town

Stellenbosch

Western Cape

Gauteng

Kwazulu-

Natal

The GSCID area includes UCT

(Africa’s best university), CPUT, 

colleges, schools and early 

childhood development.

A huge human resource that 

offers a lot more than a market for 

cheap beer and take-aways.

South Africa



The GSCID area includes UCT

(Africa’s best university), CPUT, 

colleges, schools and early 

childhood development.

What sets this area

apart



Mowbray

Bold heritage, banks and

braids

Rondebosch

Eateries, education and

energetic student life

Newlands

Sports, schools and stylish 

living

GSCID Precinct characteristics



Strengths and Weaknesses of GSCID 

Area

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Rich history

• Good location

• UCT

• Schools

• Active citizens

• Rail/bus/taxi access

• Mountain backdrops

• GSCID

• Liesbeek River

• Diversity

• Perception of danger

• Homelessness

• Lack of well-designed public 

spaces

• Neglected river due to homeless 

and perceived/real danger

• Neglect of some buildings

• Congestion



The need for Identity

Greg Clark states that places need 

to compete for investment, visitors, 

talent, events and attention. 

The GSCID area needs to 

communicate what it offers.

Geographical spaces can be 

branded.

‘Cities with distinctive 

characteristics, be they economic, 

cultural, environmental or life style, 

will attract the best companies and 

people.’ Visdeloup (2010)



Partnerships help build Identity

Branding highlights what 

differentiates a place from its 

competitors.

A branding identity is the result of 

collaboration and is the shared 

responsibility of all stakeholders.



The Vision: 

Cape Town Learning District

A vibrant learning district that supports innovation, 
research and development whilst highlighting local 
assets and building partnerships and a strong local 
identity.



Town and Gown relationship benefits
Economic development:

In 20 of the largest cities in the USA, educational

and medical institutions were high employment

generators and top employers (Harkavy and

Zuckerman, 1999).

Community development:

University of Pennsylvania - integrates

academic with community needs (Strom 2005).

Cambridge University - ranked one of the top five

universities in the world with over 40% of

Cambridge’s workforce have a higher education

qualification, more than twice the national average

(similar to GSCID area). The university town has

spawned a high-tech center and the world’s

largest biomedical research clusters.

Harvard University - publishes an annual

Town/Gown Report detailing planning and project

priorities, and its university-wide vision and goals.

Harvard has a collaborative relationship with the

City of Cambridge, local businesses and residents.

University of Pennsylvania, 

Philadelphia



Cape Town Learning District: 

one story - with something for everyone

Stakeholde

r

Learning History Quality spaces

Residents Opportunity for learning 

at UCT; UCT Summer 

School; Theatre, Irma 

Stern

Heritage walks; Irma 

Stern Museum

Access to mountain and river 

trail; public squares for 

socialising

Students Opportunity for learning 

at UCT, colleges,

CPUT; emphasis on 

ideas

Past brought to life with 

information boards and 

heritage orientation

walks

Well-designed spaces for 

interaction, discussion, 

Woolsak park

Business Incubators, hubs;

bringing ideas to the 

market; advice

Heritage walks bringing 

business to the area

More social interaction in 

public spaces brings more 

people to the 

shops/businesses

Children Schools; theatre; Irma 

Stern

Heritage walks brings 

past to life

Demonstration parks 

teaching about sustainability; 

green parks and places to 

play and ride bikes

Elderly Baxter theatre music 

programmes; UCT 

Summer School; never 

too old to learn

History acknowledged; 

events organised e.g. at 

St Paul’s, to celebrate 

the past

Spaces that are safe to visit 

and in which to socialise



Guiding Principles

WORKING 

PARTNERSHIPS

Co-design,

collaboration and co-

implementation of 

projects that 

contribute to a 

shared vision.

CLEAR LOCAL

IDENTITY

Highlighting the 

strengths to build a 

strong local identity 

that attracts locals 

and visitors to 

support the assets in 

the area.

QUALITY PUBLIC 

SPACES

Safe, clean, well 

designed and tree-

lined public spaces 

with comfortable 

seating and public 

facilities for 

interacting with 

others.



Urban Development Focus Areas

Development and project 

proposals are reviewed on the 

basis of their contribution to a 

mixed urban fabric, enabling 

spatial connectivity and improving 

security through passive 

surveillance



Shared and lived 

vision (building on 
assets)

Vibrant, mutually supportive

(arts, history, entertainment, 
innovation and learning)

Attractive streets/street life
(events, community life, street activity)

Programmed and promoted

(historic trails, signage)

Attractive environment – aesthetics

(trees, paving, street furniture, housing, natural systems 
enhanced, design & planning framework )

Welcoming public space

(access, managed, maintained, quality finishes)

Clean and safe

Messy, dirty and unsafe 

Urban Development Focus Areas

Development and project 

proposals are reviewed on the 

basis of their contribution to a 

mixed urban fabric, enabling 

spatial connectivity and improving 

security through passive 

surveillance



“Transform a community, 

helping people harness their creativity”

How to make this happen:

Support innovation with Digital 

Fabrication Labs and Hubs



Universities are important for 

development and innovation

HEIs

Enhancing 
innovation 

through 
research 
activities

Promoting 
enterprise, 
business 

development 
and growth

Development 
of human 

capital and 
skills

Improving 
social equality 

through 
regeneration 
and cultural 
development

Source: Connecting Universities to 

Regional Growth: A Practical Guide, 2011, 

J Goddard, Newcastle University



“Potential to serve as the heart of the area”

How to make this happen:

Mowbray Town Hall as a Village Centre



How to make this happen: Create quality 

public spaces - upgrade Alma Park

“Let’s draw inspiration from 

the Green Point Urban Park” 



How to make this happen:

Create vibrant, community-orientated 

spaces

“Create a sense of place 

through partnering with artists”



How to make this happen: 

Pedestrian space at St Paul’s Church

“The olive grove could be designed 

as a quasi-public space”



How to make this happen: 

Presidential walk

“A circular walk linking St Paul’s Church to the 

entrance to the Liesbeek Trail Town”



How to make this happen: 

Heritage walks

“The area is rich in history, 

educate the community about the past.”



How to make this happen: 

River Trail events and clean ups

“The Friends of the Liesbeek 

work along the river but 

need help with projects”



How to make this happen: 

Festivals and events

“Building on the strengths 

that already exist in the area”



How to make this happen: 

commission Public Art

“Bravely create a stir and a buzz”



“Be innovative and inject a sense of fun into the 

neighbourhood”

How to make this happen: 

Create talking points



“Thousands of people cycle, walk, run, 

exercise and relax along the streets of Bogota”

How to make this happen: 

partner with Open Streets



“A public space that welcomes students 

wanting to relax or eat lunch”

How to make this happen: 

invite people into public spaces



“Food trucks bring an atmosphere of fun and 

relaxation into an area”

How to make this happen: 

encourage food trucks to park in the GSCID 

area



“The city of Shanghai converted 

500 former telephone booths into WiFi hotspots”

How to make this happen: 

remove or convert old phone booths



“Make signage welcoming 

and understandable.”

How to make this happen: 

improve legibility through signage



“People want to connect with 
other living systems.”

How to make this happen: 

celebrate and support natural systems



To recap
The Strategic Focus is to: 

• Build a local identity of a 

learning district

• Build partnerships to co-

implement projects that support 

the learning district.

• Create quality public spaces for 

social interaction and 

community building.


